
SOCIAL SCIENCE & SPORTS WEEK 2021 

 

VENUE SUNCITY SCHOOL 

MODE VIRTUAL & ONCAMPUS 

DURATION  13th to 18th November,2021  

DETAILS:   

 

The Social Science and Sports week started on 13th November officially but preparations 

had started much in advance on campus and virtually. The Social Science and Sports week 

saw a wide range of transdisciplinary and transversal activities performed by the students 

of Suncity School. Intertwining of social sciences and sports enabled students to better 

understand how the VUCA world functions and find more effective solutions.  

 

To that effect, the week kick started with flying colours on Saturday with the virtual 

outing, wherein they learned about the key moments of COP 26 held in Glasgow. The 

students learned about the collaborative efforts being made across businesses, governments 

and society for seeking solutions for rapidly reducing global emissions and adapting to a 

warmer world. The outing told the students in detail how the world is coming together to 

adopt sustainability and how climate innovative initiatives will play a vital role in saving 

the planet.  The virtual outing ended with an interactive and interesting worksheet. 

 

Monday morning started with the Social Science and Sports week opening assembly , 

where our esteemed Director Mrs. Rupa Chakravarty officially inaugurated the Social 

Science and Sports week and what an exhilarating experience it was for the students as 

Rupa Ma’am told the students and teachers about her experience as the hockey team 

captain for her school and how she overcame bad sportsmanship by the other teams and 

worked hard through blood , sweat and tears to go on and win matches for her team .The 

assembly went on with short and quirky version of the classic Hare and Tortoise story 

which taught us that a good strategy is just as important if not more than any other factor. 

The assembly ended with the Suncity Premiere League which was a fun and interesting 

idea taking clues from the popular IPL, highlighting the need for students to analyse life 

situations from managerial perspective. These managerial lessons from IPL will help them 

in better decision making and understanding the game as a strategy and not just as a source 

of entertainment.  Parth Wadhera, a former Sun Citizen and sports captain judged the teams 

on various criteria such as social construct, commercial viability and creativity.  

 

Tuesday morning saw a plethora of activities planned and tailored according to students’ 

needs and interests. Activities undertaken included  

Grade 7  
Identify the sports players and mark the states or the countries they belong to on a World map. 

Grade 8  

Best out of Waste- Students to make Sports equipment from waste (for eg. Shuttle cock) 

Create any tribal sports equipment (using waste material) 

Grade 9 

Students to collect data on Olympics and they display this data on the 3D map in Excel. 

Grade 11 Teams from each section to create/ design an advertisement for their product / Service 

from the category allotted.  



 

On Wednesday, 17th November 2021, the inter-house Social Science and Sports QUIZ 

assembly was conducted for grades VII- XI where participants were given questions 

ranging from different topics that incorporated a blend of Sports and Social Sciences.  

There were separate rounds for each grade, consisting of a participant from each house 

(Pacific, Atlantic, Arctic and Indian). The quiz ended in a tie between Pacific and Atlantic 

House. This led to an intense tie-breaker round. After successfully answering the questions 

correctly Atlantic house emerged victorious and was crowned the winner by securing a 

total of 25 points. The quiz was truly an enriching experience for students and really put 

their knowledge to the test. The quote “you never lose, you only win or learn” held true for 

this quiz as all the participants went back gaining more knowledge. 

 

Thursday, 18th November 2021, the culmination assembly of virtual Social Science and 

Sports Week was designed to showcase Life lessons from the Celebrities such as speech by 
Virtual guest Speaker, Keshav Gupta, Founder, entrepreneur and development expert of 

“DAIS” an organisation working globally towards youth empowerment and international 

centre for initiatives towards sustainable development. His words of wisdom infused in the 

students a determination and drive towards achieving SDGs which are also an integral part 

of our school curriculum. The speech was followed by a rejuvenating Yoga session by 

students of class XI demonstrating integration of accounting terminology through Yoga 

asanas.  

 
 The week saw closure in true National spirit with rendition of the National Anthem. 

 

Glimpses of the Week: 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 



   
        
 

    
 

 

          
 

     
 

   



 

 

 

 


